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Health and Safety Measures

MIPIM and FIABCI’s number one priority is the health and safety measures to ensure the safest possible exhibition and conference environment.

The health control measures applied when entering France from foreign countries vary according to the health status of these countries and the vaccination status of travellers.

Accordingly, countries have been classified based on health indicators. The lists of countries may be updated as the epidemic situation evolves.
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You can check the health control measures to enter France on the French Government’s website: https://www.interieur.gouv.fr/Actualites/L-actu-du-Ministere/Certificate-of-international-travel

The FIABCI General Secretariat will offer assistance to all delegates providing them with official letters to support any administrative procedure requested.
IMPORTANT: As of today, a vaccination certificate is requested to access tradeshows and congresses in France.

This protocol is applied by decision of the French Government and might be updated as the epidemic situation evolves.
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The certificate must attest a complete vaccination program using a vaccine against Covid-19 authorized by the European Commission. European citizens will have to present the European pass.

For vaccinations made out of Europe, the full vaccination must be validated in a pharmacy when arriving in France. Alternatively, MIPIM will organize a validation service on site.
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